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Perhaps the best known version of
this popular winter song is the one
recorded by Perry Como for his 1959
Christmas album.

Although ‘Christmas’ is never
actually mentioned in the song the
inclusion of ‘sleigh-bells’ in the
lyric implies that the song refers to the
Christmas period.  Naturally, it has been recorded many
times - by everyone from the Bert Kaempfert to Leona
Lewis and it is still one of the most frequently played
‘Christmas’ themes in tv adverts and shopping malls.  

STEP  1  -  Select  a  style

Most Yamaha keyboards have a reasonable selection of
Christmas styles on board.  I was interested to see that
Tyros5’s Music Finder list offers an alternative style called
‘LACoolSwing’ for the song title Winter Wonderland.  It’s a
nice style and, if you fancy giving your arrangement a funkier
feel, you might like to give it a try.  For me though the
traditional ‘Christmas Ballad’ is still first choice because it
absolutely sparkles with Christmas magic.

STEP  2  -  Set  a  tempo

The Easy Keyboard Library arrangement suggests a tempo of
116 bpm (beats per minute) and this suits me just fine.  Don’t

hesitate to choose a different tempo though if you prefer -
because it’s more important to feel comfortable with the speed
than it is to strictly adhere to the written guidelines.

A good way of deciding on a
natural tempo for the way you
play is to use the TAP TEMPO
function.  Most keyboards have a
button for this on the panel - but
Clavinova players may need to
search the pedal function list for it;
the index of your owner’s manual
will help you.

With TAP TEMPO you set the speed as though you were
leading a band.  Sing the song through in your head (or aloud
if the rest of the family allow it) until you feel that you’ve
caught the natural flow of the music.  Then, at the same
speed, tap 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 on the TAP TEMPO button.  The rhythm
will start after the 4th beat at the speed you chose. 

STEP  3  -  Choose  an  Intro

Like every other style the Christmas Ballad has three Intros
and three Endings to choose from.  To my mind Intro 3
referenced the song White Christmas too strongly to use here
- so I opted for Intro 2 which I felt captured the wintry feel of a
bright, crisp snowy day, just perfect for a winter wonderland. 

STEP  4  -  Examine  the  One  Touch  Settings

It’s always a good idea to check out the One Touch Settings
(OTS) before diving headlong into the instrument in search of
voices for a song.  The reason for this is that each style is
provided with four OTS that were specifically created to match
the mood of the style.  

The OTS tend to be different in each instrument - so all I can
do here is describe what settings I found in my Tyros5 and
then let you discover what your own instrument has to offer.
You can use the descriptions below to reconstruct the same
settings I have if you want to follow me exactly.

OTS  1    Flute  Ensemble
Right 1 Classical Flute (Volume 100)
Right 2 Alto Flutes + Full Chord Harmony (Volume 100)

I should explain at this point how to set the Harmony for the
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Alto Flute voices.  Press DIRECT ACCESS followed by
HARMONY to call up the correct page in the display.  

(Note: This is one of the few times that the method for getting
to the page differs for some CVP Clavinovas from that for the
keyboards - so you should check your owner’s manual for
guidance.  Once you reach the page though, the operation is
the same.)

OTS  2    Strings  &  Glockenspiel
Right 1 Real Cellos (Volume 100)
Right 2 Classic Cello (Volume 80)
Right 3 Glockenspiel + 1 octave (Volume 70)

The pitch of the glockenspiel has been raised an octave in this
setting.  If you want to know how to do this yourself, press
MIXING CONSOLE and go to the TUNE tab.

Then, as shown in the illustration at the top of the next column,
raise the pitch of the OCTAVE in the RIGHT 3 row (because the
Glockenspiel is assigned to the Right 3 voice part). Press EXIT
to leave the Mixing Console.

I like this setting but I feel it might be better suited to White
Christmas than to the song we’re working on.  The idea of a
tinkling glockenspiel appeals to me however, and I think I might
add it to the Flute Ensemble setting - but more of this later.
Changing the pitch of instruments in the Mixing Console is
easy though isn’t it?

OTS  3    The  ‘Shearing’  Sound
Right 1 Concert Grand + Block Harmony (Volume 100)
Right 2 Jazz Artist Guitar (Volume 100)
Right 3 Vibraphone (Volume 90)

The BLOCK Harmony type is added to the RIGHT 1 voice part
so that the piano voice alone will play full chords whilst the
jazz guitar and vibes both play just the melody note.  This is
one of those occasions where the use of ‘automatic’ harmony
produces a much better effect than if you were to play the
right hand chords ‘properly’ because if every instrument
sounded all the notes of the right hand chords it would
completely ruin the ‘Shearing’ combo effect.  

OTS  4    Trumpet  Ensemble
Right 1 Trumpet (Volume 100)
Right 2 Golden Trumpet (Volume 100)
Right 3 Silver Trumpet + 4Way Close1 Harmony 

(Volume 100)

The RIGHT 3 voice (Silver Trumpet) is the only voice of the
three to have the harmony effect added to it - and the method
for setting the harmony is the same as before.

STEP  5  -  Work  your  way  through  the  piece  making  any
appropriate  changes  to  the  OTS  and  saving  the  result  in  the
Registration  Memory.

Registration  Memory  v.  One  Touch  Setting

I always prefer to use the Registration Memory than the OTS
during a performance.  There are several reasons for this.
Here are just a few important ones... 

1) There are eight Registration Memory buttons (and only four
OTS)

2) Any of the four style variations, A, B, C or D can be stored 
in the Registration Memory whereas the style variation isn’t
stored with the OTS.     

3) The TRANSPOSE setting can be stored in the Registration 
Memory - but not in OTS. 

4) The TEMPO can be stored in Registration Memory - but 
not in OTS.

5) You can name individual registrations (to remind you of 
what you stored).

6) There is almost no limit to the amount of registrations 
you can store and/or use in a performance.
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1) Choose the 
appropriate 
harmony TYPE 
from the list. 

For example, the 
instructions for 
OTS1 tell us that 
the Alto Flutes 
setting uses the 
FULL CHORD 
harmony type. 

2) Because only the 
Alto Flutes have the 
harmony added, set R2
(Right 2) in the ASSIGN
column.

The Classical Flute in 
the Right 1 voice part 
will be unaffected by 
the harmony setting 
and will sound a single 
note as usual.

3) The VOLUME setting affects the harmony notes - so
that they can be made to sound quieter (or louder, I 
guess) than the melody note being played.
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I could add more reasons to the list but I think you’re probably
getting the message.  The clue is in the name...’Registration
Memory’ which is designed for storing registrations.

Okay... let’s start to work through the arrangement.

Registration  1  -  Intro

The written arrangement in the Easy Keyboard Library - Christmas
Songs book doesn’t have an intro but I’ve decided to start the
piece with Intro 2 and then go into the Main B style variation.

I’ve also chosen OTS 3 - The Shearing Sound - for the first
part of the song.

1) Check that the ACMP button is switched ON.

2) Press the Main B style variation and then select Intro 2.
(The Intro button lights up and the ‘B’ button flashes)

3) Next press OTS button 3 (or call up the version you 
created in step 4).

4) Finally press SYNC START
(The Sync Start button lights up and the ‘Start/Stop button 
flashes)

5) Save this setting to Registration 1.

Registration  2  -  “In  the  meadow  we  can  build  a  snowman”

I really liked the OTS 1 - Flute Ensemble setting, but I want to
make a few changes to it before using it in my arrangement.

1) Switch ON the AUTO FILL-IN button and press the Main C 
style variation button. 
(The ‘C’ button flashes)

2) Press the OTS 1 button (or call up the version you 
created in step 4).

3) Now switch on the RIGHT 3 voice part by pressing the 
RIGHT 3 PART ON/OFF button.

4) Check that the RIGHT 3 PART SELECT button is lit and 
select a Glockenspiel voice from the PERCUSSION voice 
category. 

5) Press MIXING CONSOLE and go to the TUNE tab as in 
step 4.

6) Raise the pitch of the RIGHT 1 (Classical Flute), RIGHT 2 
(Alto Flutes) and RIGHT 3 (Glockenspiel) voices by 1 octave.

7) Press DIRECT ACCESS followed by EXIT to go back to the
Main page in the display.

8a) (Optional for Tyros4/5)  Press the MULTI PAD SELECT 

button - or press the button adjacent to the MULTI PAD 
area of the Main page in the display.  

8b)Select the ‘50sPopVocal’ Multi Pad set.

8c) Press EXIT to see it displayed in the MULTI PAD area of the
Main page (replacing, in my case, the ‘Pop-Ooh p Vib’ 
Multi Pad).

8d)Set the volume of the Multi Pads to 90. 

9) Save this setting to Registration 2.

Registration  3  -  “Later  on,  we’ll  conspire,  as  we  dream...”

As we return to the first theme I’m going to use almost exactly
the same setting as I stored in Registration 1... 

1) Press Registration 1 to call up the setting we used for the 
Intro.

2) Check that the AUTO FILL-IN button is switched ON and 
select the Main D style variation button. 
(The ‘D’ button flashes)

3) Switch OFF SYNC START
(Both the Sync Start button and the ‘Start/Stop button 
lights go out)

5) Save this setting to Registration 3.

STEP  6  -  And  finally...

That’s it!  When you’ve completed all the registrations all that’s
left to do is play the tune - changing registration at the
appropriate place in the music.  I hope you’ll enjoy it. 

If you want to keep the work you’ve done you should store the
three registrations we’ve created. To do this...

1) Exit to the Main page and press button J - ‘REGIST’.

2) Decide where you want to save the registrations - USER, 
HD or USB - and select the appropriate tab at the top of 
the screen.

3) Press SAVE at the bottom of the page.
(This calls up a text box for you to enter a name for the 
bank of registrations.)  

4) Delete any existing text and, using the character keys 
provided, enter the name Winter Wonderland’.  You can 
even choose a Christmas Tree icon if you like.

5) Press OK and the registrations will be saved, as you 
directed, to either the USER, HD or USB page.
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